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In relation to water governance in the MENA region….
Challenges and Chances for Water Science
Cooperation:
• Message:
– enhancement of water governance in the MENA region through
collaboratively empowering its (social) scientific understanding

• Why?
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The MENA setting
(Varis and Abu-Zeid, 2009; UNDP, 2013)

• Oil-rich, high income and oil poor > second poorest region worldwide
• Arid, except for coastal strip, perennial droughts
• Pressures: rapid growth of population, urbanisation, energy, calorie
consumption, brain drain, refugee influx
• Decreasing food security – more undernourished, more food imports
– Less emphasis on unsustainable self-sufficiency
• Rising unemployment of young people, increasing informal employment

• A highly diverse region, with diverse problems and necessity for diverse
solutions…!
– common types /sub-regions:
arid/ semi-arid; ground- /surface water dominance; autocratic/ monarchies/
democratizing…; oil-rich/ oil-poor; politically stable / unstable; specific
cropping patterns /agricultural systems
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Water-related biophysical and technical issues
(Varis and Abu-Zeid, 2009; UNDP, 2013 – and others)

• Improved water supply and sanitation in recent decades
– rural areas lag behind in water supply and sanitation

• 50% of countries withdraw more than renewable
– p.c. renewable from 4000m³ (1950) to 1100 (today) to 550 (by 2050) > water
scarcity; increasing consumption
– Water losses & inefficient use

• non-conventional water sources increase – energy nexus more important
• In part relatively large agricultural sector, in water consumption
– focus on little efficient irrigation
– Little attention: vast rainfed agriculture, traditional mixed systems, etc. – social and
ecological function of agriculture

• Environmental stress
– desertification , salinization, drying of wetlands, water quality deterioration

• Climate change
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Governance

• Multi-level, cross-sectoral processes (frames, discourses, politics, multiple
types of actors involved) & institutions
• …a complex process that considers multi-level participation beyond the
state, where decision-making includes not only public institutions, but
also private sector, civil society and the society in general. …. embraces
the relationships between governments and societies, including laws,
regulations, institutions, and formal and informal interactions which
affect all the ways in which governance systems function….(Tortajada,
2007)
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Governance issues in the MENA region „scarcity is produced through political processes &
institutions….. (HDR, 2006, p3; Varis and Abu-Zeid, 2009; UNDP, 2013 – and others)
• Recent reforms of water sector (decentralisation, IWRM, stakeholder
engagement)
BUT:
• Increasing competition urban /rural; sectors; countries
• Lack of regional integration and management of shared waters
• „Laws and Regulations Standards and Permits“ approach „ineffective“
– Weak national institutional frameworks and public entities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political interference, unclear lines of responsibility,
Lack of stakeholder involvement, marginalization of communities
ambiguous water rights and allocation, groundwater hardly regulated, underpriced & unaccounted for
water
Lack of enforcement and compliance, technical capacities (GIS, data, etc.), expertise,
Lack of socio-economic, political and cultural sensitivity of legislations
Many low efficiency public utilities

– Lack of investment into infrastructures
•
•
•

great variation across region (oil-rich/oil-poor)
ailing economies and budgets, great donor dependence
Some privatisation – may deprive vulnerable groups, non-transparent privatizations
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Sometimes contradictory solutions advocated
(UNDP, 2013)

Political will; Overcome „crisis of governance“; rapid reform at all levels ; demand
management (paradigm change); consolidate fragmented water institutions; Decentralize
and democratize, encourage the poor; transparency and accountability; Promote
cooperation and effective coordination, Separate water from agriculture authority; Problemspecific governance; Legislate IWRM; Capacity building; enhance human resources;
Involvement of stakeholders Introduce effective monitoring of use; improve
inspection capacities, predictable responses to violations; Data and information
management and sharing; Collective action: establish self-monitoring, self-record keeping,
self-reporting, citizen complaints, Define clear water rights; Effective valuation of water
resources and pricing; Make capital available and accountable; Include cultural changes and
attitudes Transparent privatisation Research Transboundary cooperation
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Reminiscent of polycentric governance
(Ostrom et al, 1961)

•

“many centers of decision making, ordered relationships that persist in time; many

legitimate rules enforcers, single system of rules, centers of power at different organizational levels,

spontaneous order resulting from free entry and exit, the alignment
between rules and incentives (rules are considered useful), and the public
involvement in rule design (rules about changing rules, connection between rules and
consequences relatively transparent).” (Aligica and Tarko, 2012: 253)

•

Some expected positive implications:

–
–
–
–
–

access to local knowledge,
Redundancy and resilience, robustness in the face of uncertainty
adaptability and flexibility,
efficiency, effectiveness
accountability, experimentation, …. (McGinnis, 2005; Huitema et al. 2008; Janssen and
Anderies, 2013)
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Polycentricity approach to normative
(desirable) polycentric governance
(Ostrom, Tiebout und Warren, 1961; Ostrom, 1999a,b; Aligica und Tarko, 2012)

Constitutional
conditions –
exit, voice and
self-organisation
Social-ecological
problem
e.g. governance
of different
ecosystem
services

Polycentric
governance /
governance
functions

Behaviour of
public sector
employees in
provision &
production, incl.
PUBLIC CHOICE
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Production
and
transaction
costs for
provision of
ecosystem
services

User
satisfaction
with
governance of
ecosystem
services
Effectiveness,
resilience…
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL LEVEL OF POLYCENTRIC GOVERNANCE
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Meta-norms
Incentives for all members of a society to enforce general rules that frame the polycentric order.
Availability of the conditions to formulate and revise basic rules of conduct in the polycentric system.
Knowledge and reliability of societal rules, as well as access to knowledge about alternative rules and their outcomes.
Normative orientations, where constitutional laws are violated, citizens must be willing to exercise civil disobedience.

Legal and constitutional framework
Market sphere
Secure property rights and market orders (contract law, in the terms of Williamson) that sanction contractual agreements.
Judicial sphere
Legal concepts and terms must be knowable, public, and intersubjectively applicable. Operable basis for judgment and
principles for legal reasoning must be laid out. Interpretation of law must be subject to “contention among autonomous colleagues who are
learned in the law” (Ostrom et al., 1961, p. 62).

Political sphere
Party system allows emergence of political entrepreneurs and provide incentives to reformers of party politics.
Need for a culture of learning and entrepreneurship among political actors.
Election laws need to be intact and existence of multiple constitutional decision rules in relation to selection of different actors.

Constitution
Independence of diverse decision-making units is upheld. Constitutional changes subject to extraordinary decision-making
procedures.

Decision-making capabilities are assigned among diverse decision structures of a government with independence of other
decision structures

Concurrent regimes with overlapping jurisdictions must exist and constitutional limitations must be imposed upon governmental
authorities.
Limits to polycentricity in the organization of government and any society depend upon the services of some oligarchy to exercise

ultimate authority, which is held in check by constitutional provision providing for polycentric decision-making
Andreas
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structures – a constitution that allows for independence among
diverseThiel
decision-making units with a broad dispersion of authority among
persons.
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Meta-norms
Incentives for all members of a society to enforce general rules that frame the polycentric order.
Availability of the conditions to formulate and revise basic rules of conduct in the polycentric system.
Knowledge and reliability of societal rules, as well as access to knowledge about alternative rules and their outcomes.

Polycentric governance is based on the idea of a
constitutionally
ordered, idealized Western,
Legal and constitutional
framework
Market sphere capitalist, democratic federal state that idealizes
Secure property rights and market orders (contract law, in the terms of Williamson) that sanction contractual agreements.
self-organisation around efficiency objectives
Judicial sphere
Legal concepts and terms must
knowable, from
public, and
intersubjectively
applicable. Operable basis for judgment and
thatbe result
public
accountability
principles for legal reasoning must be laid out. Interpretation of law must be subject to “contention among autonomous colleagues who are
mechanisms
learned in the law” (Ostrom et al., 1961, p. 62).
Normative orientations, where constitutional laws are violated, citizens must be willing to exercise civil disobedience.

Political sphere
Party system allows emergence of political entrepreneurs and provide incentives to reformers of party politics.

Most MENA countries do at first sight NOT
Election laws need to be intact and existence of multiple constitutional decision rules in relation to selection of different actors.
COMPLY with any of these precontions
Constitution
Need for a culture of learning and entrepreneurship among political actors.

Independence of diverse decision-making units is upheld. Constitutional changes subject to extraordinary decision-making
procedures.

Governance recommendations are not
empirically not well embedded

Decision-making capabilities are assigned among diverse decision structures of a government with independence of other
decision structures

Concurrent regimes with overlapping jurisdictions must exist and constitutional limitations must be imposed upon governmental
authorities.
Limits to polycentricity in the organization of government and any society depend upon the services of some oligarchy to exercise

ultimate authority, which is held in check by constitutional provision providing for polycentric decision-making
structures – a constitution that allows for independence among
diverseThiel
decision-making units with a broad dispersion of authority among
Andreas
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persons.
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Polycentricity as framework for
research
(Ostrom, Tiebout und Warren, 1961; Ostrom, 1999a,b; Aligica und Tarko, 2012; Thiel, 2014)

What is the role of constitutional
conditions for the emergence of
polycentric, contestable
governance?
How do collectives emerge and
organize and the MENA region?

Constitutional
conditions –
exit, voice and
self-organisation
Social-ecological
problem
e.g. governance
of ecosystem
services

Polycentric
governance /
governance
functions

Behaviour of
public sector
employees in
provision &
production, incl.
PUBLIC CHOICE

What characteristics of nature-related
transactions shape transaction costs
of ecosystem services governance?
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How do different constellations of
constitutional rules relate to
resilience and adaptive capacity of
governance at larger scales (beyond
adaptive management)?

Production
and
transaction
costs for
provision of
ecosystem
services
What drives public
agents behavior in the
MENA context

User
satisfaction
with
governance of
ecosystem
services
Effectiveness,
resilience…
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Embedding water related research, example:
agriculture, food system and value chain dynamics &
e.g. …into the energy system….…
the Global
Environmental
Change and
Food Systems
Approach
(GECAFS)

Problemshed level
analysis
Watershed-level analysis
Farm-level
analysis
Local biophysical level
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Governance and its performance can be researched –
not „only“ politics and management
• Region-wide comparative interdisciplinary research programme
addressing types of settings and interrelations between the components
of polycentric governance and the conditions of its contestation
• Need for a consistent approach that allows comparisons
• Reliance on multiple methods and aggregation techniques
RQs:
• What works, why?
• How and why were changes on performance and transitions coming
about?

• How to manage the political component?
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& engage the (academic) educators….
through strategic research and education on
Social Water Studies in the MENA region
•

“The countries of the region need a system of continuing education on water that focuses
on the management challenge (AWC 2006)”.

•

“Professionals managing water services have to engage with, or at least understand, the
social and political dimensions of change and reform. They also need to understand water
economics and the role of financial viability through cost recovery…. they have to
incorporate and manage unfamiliar and politically contentious standards of environmental
sustainability as routine. Yet, these skills have not been part of the education ….”
(Worldbank, 2007)

• Induce a long-term change of mindsets through interdisciplinary research
to induce a change in water governance….
• Regional benchmarking and competition over what is effective water
governance
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Areas that may require
specific, renewed attention
• Local collective action in farming and its nestedness in multi-scalar
arrangements
– Food system context of agricultural production
– Rainfed mixed agricultural systems
• State governance of the relation between urban development and water
governance
• State and collective action in water pollution control
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• Thank you!
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• Governance is process by which the repertoire
of rules, norms, and strategies that guide
behavior within a given realm of policy
interactions are formed, applied, interpreted,
and reformed (McGinnis, 2011)

